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EMMY+GIJS+ALDO at Zuiderzee Museum,
Enkhuizen (NL)
The exhibition 'EMMY+GIJS+ALDO' opening in October
at Zuiderzee Museum, Enkhuizen, will present for the very
first time a selection of objects designed by Emmy van
Leersum, Gijs Bakker and Aldo Bakker, the parents and
son who occupy a special position in Dutch design.
Curator Jan Boelen (Z33) has compiled an exhibition on
the work of these versatile designers of jewellery, user
objects and furniture.

read more >>

Retrospective exhibition CHP at SM's
+ launch new Body Stories collection
The exhibition 'Wie is er bang voor...sieraden?'(Who's
afraid of jewellery?) will unite CHP's travelling collection
'Designers on Jewellery, 12 Years of Jewellery
Production by Chi ha paura...?' and the entire new CHP
collection 'Body stories' which will be on display for the
very first time. At this occasion SM's has decided to
acquire the complete 'Body Stories' collection. (photo:
CHP52 Fury Thing by Mi-Ah Rödiger; photography: Rien
Bazen)
Next to the exhibition that will be on display from 2
October untill 16 January 2011, SM's will host a
symposium on production jewellery, more information
about this soon to follow.
read more >>

Gijs Bakker Head of Master
Programme at DAE
After teaching at the Design Academy Eindhoven for
several years and having been Head of the IM Master
department for the last decade, Gijs Bakker has officially
been appointed Head of Master Programma DAE since
September of this year. Three new programs have been
launched coordinated by consecutive heads, Contextual
Design by Louise Schouwenburg, Social Design by Jan
Boelen and Information Design by Joost Grootens (last
one starting September 2011).
read more >>

And also...
Gijs Bakker will give a lecture at Z33, Hasselt, organised
by Designplatform Limburg and during Vienna Design
Week in November. For more information, see the
website.
During Tokyo's Designers Week 2010 Gert Staal will
interview Gijs Bakker as part of the 'Pioneers of Industrial
Culture' programme of Premsela, Dutch Platform for
Design and Fashion. Read more here.
Gijs Bakker's Diamond Brooch (1991) was donated to
Metropolitan Museum of Art, NYC and jewellery of both
Emmy van Leersum and Gijs Bakker was sold at an
auction at Pierre Berger, Paris. Amongst which van
Leersum's 'Nylon necklace' and 'Nylon bracelet' on the
left.
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